1. Dimensions are nominal.
2. The steel pedestal, base plates, and bolt circle for the telephone demarcation cabinet shall be the same as that shown for 6. Type 1-C Standard. The steel pedestal shall be 2'-1" to 2'-6" in length. Anchor bolts shall be ¾" x 1'-6" with a 2" - 90° bend. Four bolts required per cabinet.
3. Telephone interconnect conductors shall be enclosed in a ¾" or larger conduit through the foundation. Type 4 conduit shall be used to separate telephone and power conductors in the cabinet and pedestal.
4. Mount cabinet on Type G cabinet pedestal and foundation (see RSP ES-3B).

**NOTES:**
- Dimensions are nominal.
- Telephone interconnect conductors shall be enclosed in a ¾" or larger conduit through the foundation. Type 4 conduit shall be used to separate telephone and power conductors in the cabinet and pedestal.
- Mount cabinet on Type G cabinet pedestal and foundation (see RSP ES-3B).